
SURVEY RESULTS



The Business of Trust is a City of London Corporation initiative, which was launched by the Lord Mayor, Alderman Charles Bowman in November 
2017, in response to low levels of trust and society’s changing expectations of business. Five CIVIC principles were developed in response to our 
citizens juries in 2017, as foundations of trustworthiness.

The Business of Trust survey – views on the CIVIC principles and actions that can build trust

• The Business of Trust survey was conducted between March and November 2018.

• There were 606 responses received via a printed and online survey.

• Insights are based on 425 online responses, who were responding as individuals and/or representatives of communities/professions.

• The CIVIC principles': Competence & Skills; Integrity; Value to Society; Interests of Others; Clear Communication’ developed, as part of the 
Business of Trust.

Individuals, Communities and Professions believe that the CIVIC principles can help develop trustworthiness in the UK financial and 
professional services sector

• Nine in ten respondents believe that the CIVIC principle can help develop trustworthiness (94%).

• Almost half of respondents (46%) prioritise Integrity as the CIVIC principle most important to building trust.

• Nearly a quarter of respondents (23%) say having a clear purpose beyond profit making is the most important practical action for building 
trust.

Demonstrating Value to Society will be increasingly important to building trust

• More than half of those aged over 66 prioritise Integrity as the CIVIC principle most important to developing trustworthiness (54%), 
compared to just one fifth of those under 30 (21%).

• Only one in ten of those aged over 66 prioritise Value to Society, but this principle becomes increasingly important as we move down the 
generations. More than a quarter of those aged under 30 prioritise Value to Society as the CIVIC principle that will best build trust (26%).

Executive Summary

https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/business/economic-research-and-information/Documents/the-business-of-trust-booklet.pdf


Introduction

• In November 2017, the Lord Mayor of London launched the City of London Corporation’s Business 
of Trust initiative.

• As part of this programme, five CIVIC principles were developed as foundations of trustworthiness.

• The Business of Trust survey was launched in March 2019 to gauge views on how these principles, 
and the practical actions that individuals and organisations can take, can help to increase 
trustworthiness.

• The survey was created to enable us to understand how these views may differ across communities 
and sectors, and to use this insight to raise awareness and create a call to action.



Respondents by profession type

Accountancy, banking and 
finance

Charity and voluntary work

Business, consulting and 
management

Education

Government

Law

Marketing, advertising and PR

Property and construction

Public services and 
administration

Healthcare

Other

Engineering and manufacturing
Energy and utilities Information technology



Respondents by age
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Prefer not to say

AGE GROUP



• Nine in ten respondents believe that the CIVIC principles can help develop 
trustworthiness (94%)

• “All the principles will improve trustworthiness”
• “Modelling behaviour to demonstrate how building relationships of trust is the right thing to do and 

good for business”

• Out of the 6% who disagreed, 32% said that they needed to be action based in order to 
develop trustworthiness

• “But only if they're abided by and don't become a tick box”
• “They will all help, but only if adhered to”



CIVIC PRINCIPLES - Which of the five CIVIC principles do you feel is most important or relevant to 
you or the community/profession you represent? 

• Almost half of respondents (46%) prioritise Integrity as the CIVIC principle most important to building 
trust

• Nearly a quarter of respondents (17%) prioritised Value to Society as the CIVIC principle most 
important to building trust

Clear Communication Competence and Skills Integrity

Interests of Others Value to Society No response



The Most Important CIVIC Principle by Age

• More than half of those aged over 66 prioritise Integrity as the CIVIC principle most important to 
developing trustworthiness (54%), compared to just one fifth of those under 30 (21%)

• Only one in ten of those aged over 66 prioritise Value to Society, but this principle becomes 
increasingly important as we move down the generations. More than a quarter of those aged 
under 30 prioritise Value to Society as the CIVIC principle that will best build trust (26%)
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The Most Important or Relevant CIVIC Principle by 
Profession/Community



Respondents’ sectors, job roles and professional backgrounds 
influence their views on the most important driver of trust.

Respondents from 
Accountancy, Banking 
and Finance prioritise 

Integrity (54%)

Respondents who work in 
Healthcare chose 

Competence and Skills 
(36%)

Respondents who work 
in Marketing, Advertising 

& PR chose 
Clear Communication 

(43%)



Practical Actions to Increase Trust 

• Profit making isn’t the bottom line - Having 
a clear purpose beyond profit-making
was the main action prioritised across all 
ages and sectors as having the greatest 
positive impact on increasing 
trustworthiness in your 
organisation/community



Nearly a quarter of respondents valued “Having a clear purpose beyond profit-making” as the action that 
will best improve trustworthiness in or for their community/profession.

Have a clear purpose beyond profit-making 
that gives primacy to the product/service 

you provide.

Incorporate organisational values into 
appraisals, with real consequences for 
those who don’t demonstrate them.

Empower your frontline staff with the tools 
to resolve customer/client problems.

Have ambitious plans for tackling 
organisational weaknesses, which you 

publish and report on publicly.

Encourage staff to rotate around 
departments to build their understanding 

of how each role contributes to the 
organisation’s goals.

Give staff the time and space to stay up-to-
date in their field.

Plan for tomorrow’s challenges and tell the 
story of your contribution.

Use credible responsible business 
benchmarks to manage and increase your 

positive impact.

Other

Use multiple channels to be accessible to 
diverse audiences.
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Create a panel of your target audiences to test external-facing communications.

Create opportunities for executives to meet your customers/clients.

Develop online rating tools to gather feedback from customers or other stakeholders on individual staff performance.

Empower your frontline staff with the tools to resolve customer/client problems.

Encourage staff to rotate around departments to build their understanding of how each role contributes to the organisation’s goals.

Give staff the time and space to stay up-to-date in their field.

Have a clear purpose beyond profit-making that gives primacy to the product/service you provide.

Have ambitious plans for tackling organisational weaknesses, which you publish and report on publicly.

Incorporate organisational values into appraisals, with real consequences for those who don’t demonstrate them.

Plan for tomorrow’s challenges and tell the story of your contribution.

Publish your Chief Executive’s contact details, so that stakeholders can provide direct feedback.

Put in place and publish clear processes stipulating a reasonable timeframe for responding to customer or other stakeholder queries.

Use credible responsible business benchmarks to manage and increase your positive impact.

Practical Actions by Age
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Use multiple channels to be accessible to diverse audiences.

Use credible responsible business benchmarks to manage and increase your positive impact.

Plan for tomorrow’s challenges and tell the story of your contribution.

Give staff the time and space to stay up-to-date in their field.

Encourage staff to rotate around departments to build their understanding of how each role contributes to the organisation’s goals.

Have ambitious plans for tackling organisational weaknesses, which you publish and report on publicly.

Empower your frontline staff with the tools to resolve customer/client problems.

Incorporate organisational values into appraisals, with real consequences for those who don’t demonstrate them.

Have a clear purpose beyond profit-making that gives primacy to the product/service you provide.

Actions by community/profession



Which well-known individual, living or dead, do you most trust? 

• A quarter of those responded chose the Queen as the well-
known individual they most trust



“Consistency of 
action. Trust has to 
be earned.”

“Fostering role models of 
excellent, open and diverse 
business leaders and 
boards, for whom societal 
impact really matters.”

“Open culture with strong 
honest leadership, respect 
shown to all, living stated 
and demonstrated values, 
commitment to 
empowering team success 
rather than single 
individuals.”

“Ensuring we do what we 
say we will do.”

“Transparency over senior 
level remuneration as I think this 
causes the biggest distrust in 
Financial industries.”

“We need to be clear and honest in a way 
that is meaningful and holistic. It is very 
easy to believe we are being clear whilst 
almost unconsciously explaining ideas and 
procedures with industry jargon which can 
even confuse colleagues in different 
departments. Our methods of 
communication must mean something to 
customers, stakeholders and employees, 
and they need to understand what we say in 
order to relay whether it means anything to 
them.”

“Walk the walk
not talk the talk.”

What other actions, if any, would help to increase trustworthiness in 
your organisation/community? 



Methodology

• The City of London Corporation launched this survey in March 2018 and the 
survey was distributed via a printed survey and an online survey

• Insights are based on 425 online responses, who were responding as individuals 
and/or representatives of communities/professions

• The Survey was conducted between March and November 2018
• The findings are a temperature check of the range of different views on how 

these CIVIC principles, and the practical actions that individuals and 
organisations can take, can help to increase trustworthiness

• We would like to thank everyone who completed the survey and provided us with 
their valuable insights



Survey Questions

• CIVIC PRINCIPLES - Which of the five CIVIC principles do you feel is most important or 
relevant to you or the community/profession you represent? (multiple choice question)

• Which of the following practical actions will have the greatest positive impact on 
increasing trustworthiness in your organisation/community? (multiple choice question)

• What other actions, if any, would help to increase trustworthiness in your 
organisation/community? (open-ended question)

• Which well-known individual, living or dead, do you most trust? (open-ended question)

• Can the CIVIC principles help develop trustworthiness? (Answer Yes or No)

• What is your sector / community? (multiple choice question)

• Which age group applies to you? (multiple choice question)
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